ARNA VIP Rewards program
We are going to implement the highest level of ARNA Reward program tier, we call ARNA VIP's.
To become a VIP ARNA Rewards program backer you would need to hold a balance of ARNA
tokens in an amount equal or exceeding 500 000 ARNA in your wallet between TDE event and a
"Trigger" event. The first such trigger event is already known: this is the FDA approval for ARNA
BC test granting us ability to market ARNA BC test in USA. Please refer to Disclaimer below for
detailed information about limitations of our responsibility to perform under such program.
Changes to ARNA Genomics upon Trigger event:


ARNA Genomics will provide an exclusive irrevocable license of ARNA BC technology and
business rights to its wholly owned subsidiary company.



This new subsidiary company will market all ARNA BC test in USA and will eventually either
acquire venture funding or going to IPO/M&A route.



This new subsidiary company will immediately devote 10 % of its stock towards rewards pool
for ARNA VIP's who will have a right to become shareholders in this new subsidiary company.

How to claim ARNA VIP reward:
1. Your balance should never fall below 500 000 tokens during the period between TDE and
Trigger to be eligible.
2. Within 10 days upon Trigger announcement by either ARNA Genomics or FDA, we would
create a contact web form on the main page of arnagenomics.com and invite all interested
token holders who believe they are eligible to notify us about their intention to benefit from
ARNA VIP reward and provide their contact information. This form would be active for 90
days after trigger event.
3. We would promptly check each wallet for eligibility (it's a public information after all), calculate
a total number of tokens held by eligible VIP members. A simple transparent formula would
be used to calculate individual number of shares. Within 30 days we would notify them about
their eligibility and number of shares they will receive.
4. With each interested and eligible ARNA VIP member we would sign a legal document called
"futures contract" individually. Under this contract, each eligible and interested VIP member
would become a shareholder of this new subsidiary company by purchasing company
common stock at USD 0.00001 per share rounded to 1 U.S. cent if total purchase price is
less than 1 U.S. cent. We would cover all recording, stock certificate issuance and mailing
fees.
5. All VIP members who become stock holders in a new subsidiary company would enjoy the
same rights as other common stock holders, including monetary benefits in the form of

dividends or stock sales if and when this new subsidiary company decides to participate in
an IPO or M&A.

Disclaimer
ARNA VIP Rewards program is subject to the approval of applicable regulatory bodies (e.g. Securities and Exchanges
Committee). To the best of our current understanding such program does not create in any circumstances ability for
any entity or individual to treat in any possible ways ARNA tokens as securities instead of utility tokens which they
really are. Immediately after main TDE ARNA Genomics will consult with such regulatory bodies in order to get approval
from them that actions under such program can be performed according to the defined limitations and guidelines, and
such actions will not in any case affect other ARNA tokens holders or the tokens themselves by any chance of treating
them as securities. Whilst such reward program will be rejected or in any other way not approved by regulatory bodies,
ARNA Genomics will not be pursuing such reward program and waives all responsibility, as well as potential participant
completely indemnifies ARNA Genomics from all and any responsibility to perform actions under such rewards program
in case they are not approved by regulatory authorities and may lead to treatment of ARNA token as a security.


As per our current understanding of laws, the "Futures contract" is the only possible way to avoid a risk for
ARNA tokens to be considered as security tokens (which they are not in any way) versus utility, (which they
are). There are only four items on the list of items that are not securities:



Fixed Insurance, endowment or annuities policies



Retirement plans



Commodities or futures contracts



Condominiums - when used as personal residences

Futures contracts (that don't exist yet, so to speak, but would be made available immediately after trigger event) are
not securities. Futures are financial contracts obligating the seller (us) to sell an asset, such as a physical commodity
or a financial instrument (ARNA BC new security company Common Stock), at a predetermined future date (90 days
after trigger event) and price (0.00001 U.S. cent) to buyer (you). Also, we can not use a term stock "option" because
as soon term "option" is added to futures contract, then the instrument becomes a security.

